Development of control device for digital permanent equipment capable of temperature control in each rod
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Abstract

Background/Objectives: Digital permanent equipment is one of essential beauty treatment devices in beauty parlors. About 30 thousand of beauty parlors have been launching a startup every year. Needs of diverse hair style by a wide range of customers have become increasing and importance of digital permanent equipment is also increased.

Methods/Statistical analysis: Digital permanent equipment is possible to control temperature at each rod. Reliability of parts which is used in circuit and product certification is so important that evaluation of reliability as well as product certification is implemented.

Findings: Control devices such as power supply for rod, temperature setting for rod, and distribution module to control temperature in each module which generates control signal of heater and sensor in rod are developed not only to improve the convenience of permanent work that is controlled rod temperature by group unlike conventional products but also to allow with checking fault signal of each rod by an over current. Degree of precision for temperature control has greatly increased to utilize temperature sensor.

Improvements/Applications: Prototype of digital permanent equipment which is able to control temperature of each rod is developed. Plans for reducing costs and increasing capacity through not only modularity of all circuits but development of control board with stability-guaranteed is implemented in this study.
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1. Introduction

Digital permanent equipment is an essential beauty instrument at a hair saloon. Each year the number of new start up hair saloon is around 30,000, and the equipment is purchased. Wide range to suit different customer needs of hair style is increasing and consequently the importance of digital permanent equipment is also increased. The development of digital devices is therefore essential to be able to select various treatment by the variety of hair condition. Several small business in Korea produce and sell the equipment but compared to other developed nations, the reality is a lack of degree of precision and reliability in products [1, 2]. The larger expansion of temperature range than an existing equipment makes it possible for beginner to treat easily according to the extent of the hair damage in this study. Error between real temperature on rod and user’s setting temperature is minimized to attach temperature sensor so as to increase the degree of temperature control precision above developed nations level. The conventional products have heating temperature uniformly in whole rods. But its practices resulted in lower customers’ satisfaction because there are many cases not to provide desired results in curl as winding hair condition of rod, amount of permanent wave, and hair condition differ from person to person [3, 4]. Also there many cases not to heat in rod due to bad cable connection between digital perm equipment and rods. It causes inconvenience for users on existing products to have to check not only preheating rods but also its condition in the middle of working. Perm performance of digital permanent equipment which is able to control temperature by group is able to be improved so as to not only increase a convenience as well as an effectiveness of getting perm work but also be able to notify a customer of situation automatically checked in case of bad connection between cable and rod. The possibility of market share will be increased through the development of improved performance in this product for increasing the reliability as well as the customers’ satisfaction that makes it possible for user to get a perm. Therefore, the core technology of a control and a reliability for digital perm equipment must to be secured [5, 6].

2. State of domestic and foreign technology

2.1. World-class technology level

Ohiro in Japan makes rod heating itself uniformly distributed over hair on the insidenot only to prevent stains occurred by heat but to make rod size of curl in a different wayof method to apply heat outside like an existing activator machine. Forming a curl in dry condition makes beautiful curl when the hair is dry unlike traditional wet wave. Ohiro digital permanent equipment not only has a general heat treatment function but has ozone neutralization features. PH balance is controlled to eliminate the residuals remain in alkali element while oxidizing power increases in case of neutralizing ozone7, 8.
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2.2. Domestic technology level

Small and midsize several manufacturers of beauty treatment equipment in Korea are selling digital permanent equipment. OEM method which is designed in Korea, while it is manufactured in China is preferred due to the problem of the unit cost of production. Korea ranks No. 1 in sales, Create Co., Ltd, has released a digital permanent equipment named wave master. Wave master is able to set the temperature as well as the time span according to hair condition and strengthen hair elasticity due to cooling fan installed on the top of the body to provide quick cooling heat. But it has some flaws that temperature setting in each rod is difficult and there is no function to warn bad connection of rods [9], [10].

3. Research and development

3.1. Design and manufacture of control board

3.1.1. Control board design

Control board is composed of a main module not only for setting of rod temperature but for control each rod, and a distribution module which is connected several rods that came off the main module. Temperature control section which receives temperature detecting each of their signals from temperature sensor installed in each rods is generating control signal to maintain the desired heater temperature in each rods done by user. Alarm generator also indicates if an abnormal operation is detected due to short circuit current supplied rods after the measuring amount of current which is supplied distribution module. Distribution module receives power for operation and distributes each rods and temperature control signal to maintain the desired temperature in main module by heater are output to heater as temperature detecting signal is received sensor installed in rods. Block diagram of control board in the digital perm equipment is shown in Figure 1.

3.1.2. Hardware design of control device in digital permanent equipment

Liner power with AC220V/60Hz is used and temperature control at each rod will be from 40°C to 130°C at 5°C intervals. Time of cycle is up to 30 minutes at one minute intervals. Block diagram of temperature control circuit is shown in Figure 2.

3.1.3. Design and manufacture of distribution module

One for each power line and data line is sent distribution module from main module and power line and data line at each rod are connected in each distribution module. Result of distribution model modeling is shown in Figure 4.
3.2. Development of detailed circuit diagram and PCB artwork

JTAG interface is connected to host computer to test operation of connection between external interface and sensor. JTAG interface is connected to host computer and RS-232C 2port is connected to COM port of host computer. Sensor and circuit is used LM35DZ and AMP(LM324) while external AC/DC adaptor is used connector of power connection with 5 voltage. PCB artwork using PADs is adopted two sided board FR4. Circuit diagram of digital perm power is shown in Figure 5 and fabrication result of LCD display is shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Development of product and design

Die production having button structure in body and investigation of utilization method for additional function as well as type of design is developed in considering every kind of wiring, speaker, and PCB. Modeling of final product is shown in figure 7.
4. Conclusion

In order to control heater temperature in the conventional digital perm equipment, the heater sensor to measure internal temperature is installed. Power supply of whole heaters is controlled according to the heating temperature which is detected by temperature sensor. Since the conventional digital perm equipment performs temperature control of the product in all cases, the temperature of each rod can’t be controlled even though winding hair condition of rod, amount of permanent wave and hair condition differ from person to person. The performance improvement of digital firm equipment to control temperature in each rod occurred makes it possible to increase convenience as well as effectiveness in this study.
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